
Are you and your company interested in more control over 
your own revenue growth? Have you wondered what it 
would take to become a better prospector? Could you see 
yourself looking forward to prospecting with confidence?

Growing revenue through leads and new customers is the number one 
priority for many sales teams. But very few salespeople have the ability, or 
the experience, to drive sales from an introductory call to a close. To generate 
leads, your sales team needs to prospect … consistently. Unfortunately, it’s the 
one task that always drops to the bottom of the to-do list.
 
It turns out that even the best of intentions – or the best sales training – are still 
not enough to overcome the resistance that is built into our own human nature 
and bring prospecting to the top of the list. To truly understand and change 
what is at the core of this challenge, we have to look under the surface of 
individual intentions, behaviors and actions. 

SALES TRAINING FOR REAL CHANGE

gain prospects. grow revenue. with confidence.

PROSPECTING 
INTENSIVE™



What if we could change the beliefs and fears that keep us stuck? What if 
we could free ourselves to create habits that will create success? Most sales 

do not get closed, or even started, because of conscious and unconscious 
barriers, limiting beliefs and fears – whether we are aware of it or not. This 

unique curriculum is designed to address those barriers and provide training 
that will result in significant improvement in prospecting.

The human brain is wired to avoid pain. And the thought of doing 
something that might not reap rewards, or might end in rejection, 

is enough to make people create patterns of avoidance. The 
Prospecting Intensive™ will teach participants how to start 

changing their beliefs about themselves so they can handle 
the stress or “rejection” registered by the mere thought of 

prospecting. Participants will learn to separate that experience 
from their self-worth or competence as a person. 

most of today’s sales training is behavior-based. if it were as easy as 
teaching new behaviors, there wouldn’t be such a lack of prospecting 
performance. there are deeper underlying issues that cause few 
salespeople to even attempt canvassing with regularity.

The Prospecting Intensive targets both unconscious beliefs and 
conscious behaviors that keep us from making that contact.

When it comes to solving a sales problem, most 
companies focus on individual behaviors: 

“When are you going 
to close the sale?”

“Just go make the call.” 

In other words, the Prospecting Intensive supports 
change from the inside out. This training gets underneath 

conscious behaviors so that people can really shift and 
make a change inside themselves.

– RUSS SALZER, COACH, PROSPECTING INTENSIVE



THE CORE ELEMENTS
COMPREHENSIVE, IN-DEPTH AND DESIGNED TO WORK

COACHING

Coaching provides support 
to practice and develop new 
skills in a failsafe environment. 
Development and support 
while engaging in real 
prospecting and change core 
beliefs is what makes the 
Intensive format unique. 

MINDSHIFT PRINCIPLES

Eight key concepts, based in neuroscience, 
for increasing one’s self-awareness of 

the unconscious barriers to outstanding 
performance. These principles will be applied in 
the context of prospecting throughout the week.

PEER SUPPORT

Collaborative and supportive relationships 
among program participants support 
learning from each other.

SALES TRAINING

Appointment Setting and Getting to Closed 
provide effective sales techniques for opening 
the conversation with prospective accounts, 
and moving an account towards closed. 

The Prospecting Intensive combines a deep 
level of personal development with proven 

sales methodologies that are supported 
over an extended period of time to create 

real change. Comprehensive, in-depth, 
and designed to work. The curriculum is 

organized to help participants integrate new 
skills so that they are able to apply them 
effectively. Each of these elements work 

together to create lasting change. 

TECHNOLOGY

A web-based application CRM, The 
Board, provides the technology for a 

common platform specifically designed 
to reinforce the prospecting approach 

outlined in the training. 



 - JUDITH BELL, COACH, PROSPECTING INTENSIVE

Intensive Format For Lasting Change

The Prospecting Intensive is designed to maximize learning, retention and 
lasting behavior change. Because participants are expected to provide and 
work from their own list of prospects, the curriculum is incorporated into how 
you currently work to icrease sales, drive revenue and gain prospects. The 
training content is meant to be embedded into your day. It is not intended to 
take time out of your day. 

Prospecting Intensive Format:

• Training/coaching is embedded into participant’s work-day. 

• Eight week duration to maximize success.

• 1-2 hours of learning and coaching per session.

• Work on actual leads identified by participants.

• Immediately integrate new techniques into your normal workday.

• Training content delivered via video conference.

• Develop connections with the other participants to 
 reinforce learning.  

• Follow-up coaching session 30-days after completion 
 to review and reinforce. 

• Optional once per month coaching session available 
 to provide continued support. 

the reason people don’t develop new habits is simply that they don’t practice 
the new habit enough. the 8-week duration is a platform that gives people the 

opportunity to learn a new skill, practice it, apply it, refine it, and practice it 
more. this is how we start creating new neural networks.

www.3yg.us
If after 30 days of full participation and completion of the 
Prospecting Intensive™ you are not satisfied, a full money 
back guarantee is offered.  



SALES TR A INING FOR RE A L CHANGE
The Prospecting Intensive™ both types of behaviors that affect our ability to prospect. Russ Salzer and 

Judith Bell have collaborated to create a curriculum designed for the unique needs of salespeople. Their 
content works in tandem to improve prospecting results and is based on their years of experience using 

FIRO® Theory in a very diverse set of work environments and workplace challenges.

CONSCIOUS BEHAVIORS
Operational Effectiveness

Focus: Sales tools, Techniques and Process.

Deliverables:
Sales Tools: Highly effective and proven methods and technology.

• Appointment Setting: Development of specific methods 
 for opening the conversation with prospective accounts.

• Getting to Closed: Strategize and execute ideal prospect 
 advancement while diagnosing individual strengths/weaknesses. 

• The Board, Prospect Management CRM specifically designed to 
 support the development of effective sales development.

• LIFO® Method Selling Styles Survey: Provide you with information 
 about your unique strengths and personal styles that will help you 
 achieve your developmental targets.

• Peer Development: Collaborative and supportive relationships 
 among program participants.

Draws on:
FIRO Theory* 
Lean Management Principles
Extensive Sales Training and Technology Experience 

*FIRO® Theory, or Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation, is based on the work of psychologist Will Schutz, is aimed at maximizing the 
potential of your people. FIRO theory helps people become aware of their own and others’ behavior and beliefs. This umbrella theory encompasses 

many of the theories we’ve learned about how people relate to each other in a thorough, yet simple way.

UNCONSCIOUS BELIEFS
Personal Development

Focus: Self-Awareness, Self-Directed Change

Deliverables:
MindShift: Increasing one’s self-awareness to the barriers of 

outstanding performance.

• Working with the Survival Brain; Neutralizing Defense Reactions.    

• Your Self Concept & Getting Your Physiology to Work For You.    

• Looking Back to Go Forward: Changing Beliefs,
 Changing What’s Possible.     

• Changing Your Self-Talk, Changing Your Life.

• Neuroscience and Self-Directed Neuroplasticity.     

• Practice Makes Progress: Developing New Habits.

• Staying On Track: Self-Correction Model.

• Self-Motivation; Dopamine Boosts; Using Setbacks for Inspiration.

• Element S: Detailed view of the self-concept.

• Coaching: Development and support while engaging 
 in real prospecting.

Draws on:
FIRO Theory*
Current neuroscience research/principles
Cognitive, positive and success psychology

Russ Salzer 
Owner, 3YG Sales Training & Technology

Judith Bell
Owner, President, Rewire Leadership Institute

Experience:
40 years as master facilitator,
consultant, teacher and coach. Clients
include NASA, Friedman’s Home
Improvement, Total Oil, Restoration
Hardware. Former Chair, psychology
program, Antioch University.

Experience:
40 years applied leadership in management, 
strategic planning, mergers & acquisitions, 
and turnarounds. Management positions 
include Honeywell International, Inc., James 
River Corporation, Peninsula Power and
Light; Lean Manufacturing Green Belt.



 

   

           

 

Prospecting Intensive™ 
Schedule  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Wk. 1 Monday, October 15, 2018 Tuesday, October 16, 2018 Wednesday, October 17, 2018 Thursday, October 18, 2018 Friday, October 19, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:30 ‐ 10:30 8:30 ‐ 10:30 8:30 ‐ 10:30 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference 

Subject Opening/Intro/Inclusion Principle #1 Appointment Setting/Metrics Appointment Setting Prospecting #1 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Wk. 2 Monday, October 22, 2018 Tuesday, October 23, 2018 Wednesday, October 24, 2018 Thursday, October 25, 2018 Friday, October 26, 2018

Time*  8:30 ‐ 10:00  8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:30 ‐ 9:30  8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference 

Subject Principle #2 Prospecting #2  Guest Speaker* Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 1.00

Wk. 3 Monday, October 29, 2018 Tuesday, October 30, 2018 Wednesday, October 31, 2018 Thursday, November 1, 2018 Friday, November 2, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:30 ‐ 10:30 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference  Video Conference    Video Conference 

Subject Principle #3 Getting to Closed Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.00

 

Wk. 4 Monday, November 5, 2018 Tuesday, November 6, 2018 Wednesday, November 7, 2018 Thursday, November 8, 2018 Friday, November 9, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:30 ‐ 9:30 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference Video Conference Video Conference

Subject Principle #4 Guest Speaker* Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 1.50 1.00 1.00

Wk. 5 Monday, November 12, 2018 Tuesday, November 13, 2018 Wednesday, November 14, 2018 Thursday, November 15, 2018 Friday, November 16, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference   Video Conference

Subject Principle #5 Prospecting #1    Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 1.00   1.00

Wk. 6 Monday, November 26, 2018 Tuesday, November 27, 2018 Wednesday, November 28, 2018 Thursday, November 29, 2018 Friday, November 30, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference Video Conference

Subject Principle #6 Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 1.00 1.00

Wk. 7 Monday, December 3, 2018 Tuesday, December 4, 2018 Wednesday, December 5, 2018 Thursday, December 6, 2018 Friday, December 7, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference Video Conference

Subject #7 Staying on Track‐1  Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2 

Length (Hrs.) 1.50 1.00 1.00

 

Wk. 8 Monday, December 10, 2018 Tuesday, December 11, 2018 Wednesday, December 12, 2018 Thursday, December 13, 2018 Friday, December 14, 2018

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:30 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:00 ‐ 9:00 8:30 ‐ 10:00

Type Video Conference  Video Conference Video Conference Video Conference

Subject # 8 Staying On Track‐2 Prospecting #1  Prospecting #2  Closing/Next Steps

Length (Hrs.) 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.50

Wk. 9 Monday, January 7, 2019 Tuesday, January 8, 2019 Wednesday, January 9, 2019 Thursday, January 10, 2019 Friday, January 11, 2019

Time* 8:30 ‐ 10:30

Type Video Conference 

Subject Progress Reporting/Follow‐up

Length (Hrs.) 2.00

 

Time*: Central Time
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Prospecting Intensive™ 
FAQ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Who should attend? Sales/business development representatives and sales managers who have 

responsibility for driving revenue through growing new business. This is not a course for account 

managers.  

 

Is there a particular business or market segment that this training applies to? No. The course is designed 

for professionals who sell B:B or B:C regardless of whether they are part of a large established company 

or a solopreneur.  

 

Is this just for professional sales people? No. This is for anyone interested in selling regardless of your 

background. 

 

What makes this training different and effective? Many things make this training transformational: 

awareness and change of unconscious beliefs that get in the way, developing effective sales behaviors, 

use of proprietary tools to uncover obstacles, the duration of the training, incorporating the training into 

your work day, the peer group impact.  

 

Is this just for professional sales people? No. This is for anyone interested in selling regardless of your 

background. 
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Why is the program 8 weeks? Real change takes time. Most habits take 40+ days to take hold. The design 

of 8 weeks along with a follow‐up 30‐days after completion provides ample time and reinforcement for a 

long‐term shift in effective behavior to occur.  

 

I’m already busy, how can I find time to participate every day for 8 weeks? The course is specifically 

designed to be integrated into your work day. You are not pulled out of the office, in other words your 

office becomes the training laboratory.  

 

How much time will this take each day? 

The longest we will be on video conference on any given day will be 2 hours but some days the sessions 

will run shorter. All sessions begin at either 8:00AM or 8:30AM CST.  

 

Are there prerequisites to joining the training? Yes. An open attitude to learn, to challenge yourself along 

with plenty of prospects to work on. This is designed to be a working course, not theoretical.  

 

What if I don’t have leads? Start building a lead list immediately. There are plenty of free 

resources/databases and networks that can be used to generate a good list.  

 

Why do you use video conferencing? So much of human communication and relationship building is non‐

verbal, and since participants will be participating as part of their work day, the ability to see each other is 

vital. Additionally, one of the key benefits of this design is the development of a group of peers who can 

support each other during and after the training. Video conferencing will accelerate relationship building 

between participant to participant and participant to coach.  

 

I see a lot of articles that prospecting/cold calling dead. Is it? No. A prospect is defined as “someone who I 

am potentially interested in doing business with”.  For us, prospecting is defined as “taking whatever 

steps necessary to get in front of a prospect.” This can include things such as digital and traditional 

marketing, research, LinkedIn, networking, emailing, picking up the phone, etc. When it is all said and 

done, it is up to sales to make the contact happen. Contacting a prospect is the only way to actively open 

a possible sales.  
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Is there still a need for prospecting in the current digital environment? 

Social media has clouded selling. A recent extensive survey of the Top 20% of sales performers found, that 

despite technology innovation expectations, customers still look for human connections. As a result, sales 

teams are finding the most success when they blend personal interactions with technologies that scale. In‐

person (87%) and phone (83%) remain sales’ top communication channel for connecting with customers. 

 

What happens if I miss a session? While missing any sessions is discouraged, we realize life happens so all 

sessions will be recorded and available in Zoom to all participants.  

 

What if I don’t like the training? If 30‐days after successful completion and active participation in the 

training, you feel it did not significantly improve the effectiveness of your prospecting performance, a full 

refund will be provided.  

 

I don’t necessarily want others to see what accounts I am working on. Will my information be protected? It 

will and it is up to you what you choose to share with the group. Since participants will most likely come 

from different areas of the country, the likelihood of having a competing situation is minimal and any 

concerns will be identified and discussed in the initial session. Also, given the construct of the training, 

diving into specific account details and strategy is not necessary to the effectiveness of the training.  

 

What about support after the training? Successful participants will have the option to continue in 

once/month support sessions should they wish. Sign‐up for the support sessions can be made at the 

conclusion of the training. 

 

What if I want more details? Contact Russ Salzer at 920.410.9229 or russ@3yg.us. 

 

 



 
 

     

       
                 

            Contact:   920.479.6225  
 innersales@3yg.us 

   

news release 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Prospecting Intensive™  
Addresses Cold Calling Head-On 

-- Sales Training targets both conscious behaviors & unconscious beliefs -- 
 

Oshkosh, Wis. (September 2018) – Russ Salzer, Owner of sales training and technology 

company, 3YG, has partnered with Judith Bell, owner of Rewire Leadership Institute®, to create 

a unique sales training aimed at assisting salespeople in overcoming the inherent resistance to 

prospecting  that is wired into the human brain. The Prospecting Intensive™ addresses both 

conscious behaviors and unconscious beliefs over an eight-week curriculum delivered in only a 

few hours each day. 

 

Effective prospecting is essential to driving revenue growth, according to Salzer. At the same 

time, it is the task that most often falls to the bottom of the task list. 

 

“To truly understand what is at the core of this challenge, we have to look under the surface of 

individual intentions, behaviors and performance,” says Salzer. “Most sales do not get closed, or 

even started, because of conscious and unconscious barriers, limiting beliefs and fears, whether 

we are aware of it or not.”  

 

The best of intentions is not enough to overcome the resistance to prospecting that is built into 

our own human nature, according to Bell. 
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“The human brain is wired to avoid pain. And the thought of doing something that might not 

reap rewards, or might end in rejection, is enough to make people create patterns of avoidance.” 

says Bell. “The Prospecting Intensive will teach participants how to start changing their beliefs 

about themselves so they can handle the stress or perceived ‘rejection’ registered by the thought 

of prospecting.” 

 

Bell provides coaching and self-development tools while Salzer provides sales training, 

techniques and technology for process improvement. The unique curriculum work in tandem to 

improve prospecting results. 

 
“The training is designed to maximize learning, retention and lasting behavior change,” says 

Salzer. “Because participants provide and work from their own list of prospects, the curriculum 

is incorporated into your day. It is not intended to take time out of your day.”  

  

The Prospecting Intensive is delivered via video conference in 1-2 hour sessions per day for 

eight weeks. Each week, the program will cover a new principle in self-awareness and self-

directed change. Participants learn the principle in the beginning of the week and will be asked to 

put the new concept into practice the rest of the week by incorporating the techniques into their 

actual work process. 

 

“The reason people don’t develop new habits is simply that they don’t practice the new skill 

enough,” says Bell. “The eight-week duration is a platform that gives people the opportunity to 

learn a new skill, practice it, apply it, refine it, and practice it more. This is how we start creating 

new neural networks.” 

 

For more information www.3yg.us 

 
About 3YG Sales Training Technology  
3YG is a sales training and technology company that develops sales teams using a simple, intuitive 
process enhanced with a The Board CRM solution. With a focus on revenue growth, the 3YG sales 
method results in more self-directed individuals and teams with clearly identifiable development 
opportunities. 3YG’s exclusive The Board CRM technology provides a highly visual tool of both 
individual and sales team status that allows immediate diagnosis of the sales pipeline, as well as more 
accurate planning and forecasting.  The company is based in Wisconsin. More information can be found 
at www.3yg.us    
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About Rewire Leadership Institute® 
Rewire Leadership Institute (RLI) pioneers deep change within leaders from the top down and the bottom 
up. An organizational consulting firm, we offer meeting facilitation services, strategic planning, 
teambuilding, coaching, consulting, assessments, and training courses throughout the world. Utilizing 
psychology, business and organizational development, conflict resolution, and experiential learning, RLI 
helps individuals and teams rewire themselves to become authentic, collaborative leaders. In all the work 
that we do, we provide tools to help raise the leadership bar, strengthen teams, and create a more 
productive organization. RLI partners with businesses of all sizes, non-profits, individuals, and 
government organizations to help our clients find real, lasting solutions to their most important issues. 
Founded in 1988 by Judith Bell, RLI is based in California and has a global reach. To learn more about 
RLI, please visit https://rewireleadership.com.  
 
 
 

# # # 
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